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Dedicated Servers
No setup fees
24/7 UK Support & Data Centre
High-speed NVMe SSD | 1Gbp/s Uplink | Unlimited Bandwidth
AMD Ryzen
	Latest AMD 7000 series CPUs
	Up to 3.8GHz clock speeds
	DDR5 Memory

AMD Servers
Intel Xeon
	Dual Intel Xeon CPUs
	High core count
	4th Gen processors

Intel Servers


VPS Hosting
Fast & flexible
VPS solutions
Get 50% off your first month
 FREE Windows Server OS
Buy VPS from £7

 100% Green UK Data Centres

	  VPS Hosting 
	 Dedicated Servers 
	 Outlet 
	 Custom Solutions

VPS Hosting with SSD storage 
FREE Windows Server 2019, 2016 & 2012 Operating Systems all included in the price!
XS - SSD 1
£7per month
	1vCPU
	1GB RAM
	20GB SSD
	Unlimited Bandwidth
	Linux OS

 Buy VPS

 FREE Windows Server OS
S - SSD 2
£9
1st month then £18/month 
	2vCPU
	4GB RAM
	40GB SSD
	Unlimited Bandwidth
	Linux OS, Windows 2019
	Plesk Onyx / cPanel

 Buy VPS 

 FREE Windows Server OS
M - SSD 3
£13
1st month then £26/month 
	4vCPU
	8GB RAM
	80GB SSD
	Unlimited Bandwidth
	Linux OS, Windows 2019
	Plesk Onyx / cPanel

 Buy VPS 

 FREE Windows Server OS
L - SSD 4
£21
1st month then £42/month 
	8vCPU
	16GB RAM
	160GB SSD
	Unlimited Bandwidth
	Linux OS, Windows 2019
	Plesk Onyx / cPanel

 Buy VPS 


No matter how demanding your server hosting requirements, there’s a cost-effective, flexible VPS solution to suit. Get power and speed at your fingertips for a lot less than you think.
Explore VPS Hosting range

SSL Certificates
Secure your data, keep Google happy and enhance your professional reputation. Choose from a range of certificates for websites of all sizes, and get the protection your business needs.
View SSL Certificates
Backups
Eliminate human error and ensure business continuity in the event of a disaster. Create your own backup schedule to keep your data safe and get complete peace of mind.
Explore Backups

Dedicated Servers
AMD Ryzen
Enjoy limitless possibilities with AMD dedicated servers.
Harness the power to host extensive e-commerce websites, optimise database management and accelerate code compilation thanks to the exceptional core density of AMD’s Zen architecture.
Experience increased data transfer with DDR5 memory and rapid data access with enterprise-level NVMe storage.
View AMD Servers
Intel Xeon
Enterprise-grade high-core hardware.
Whether you’re starting small or planning to expand, Intel Xeon dedicated servers provide full customisation with root access, robust security measures, and durability.
The latest dual-core Intel Xeon processors deliver top-tier hardware performance for heavy workloads, with NVMe enterprise disks for faster data access and strict data compliance.
View Intel Servers


Outlet
Bare Metal Servers
Powerful, robust performance without the hefty price tag.
Fast and efficient hardware doesn’t have to break the bank. Get high-performance, reliable servers and expert support with no contracts or setup fees.
Our dedicated technical team, based onsite here in the UK, are available 24/7/365 and we offer a 100% power and 99.999% network SLA.
With our Fabric rapid provisioning system, we can deploy affordable bare metal servers 24/7, within an hour of your order.
Explore Bare Metal Servers


100% Green UK Data Centres
Green Energy
We've partnered with SSE - a 100% renewable energy company

Green Data Centres
We’ve switched to 100% green energy in our UK data centres

Green Thinking
We make every effort to recycle materials and reduce waste



Custom Solutions
Tailored server hosting
Looking for private cloud or complex high bandwidth server hosting? Whatever your networking or storage requirements may be, we can provide a bespoke solution tailored to your needs. Our UK based team make even the most complex requirements simple.
Custom Solutions
What our customers say
"Hosting resilience, scale and performance is essential for my business to service our clients in over 15 countries around the globe. Simply continues to support our international growth with new technology to meet the needs of 24/7 consumers."Simon Noakes CEO & Founder Interactive Schools

"When we started with Simply many years ago, we did so on a test basis to evaluate the quality of the service - we’ve never looked back. Most of our servers have moved to Simply from different data centres around the globe. Currently we have 40+ dedicated servers under our belt with Simply and we would like to thank them for their quality service and for all efforts to help us to grow."Aman Hossain Moittry (HK) Limited

"Every dedicated server support ticket was replied to in less than one minute. That’s why I switched all of my business to Simply."Daniel Watts MD, Aluminate Network Group Ltd

"We’ve been with Simply for 9 years and the fact we’ve grown with them from a single server to multiple servers shows how awesome they’ve been. Their infrastructure is exceptional, only the best server hardware and reasonable prices and getting 24/7 support is like the icing on the cake. If any issues ever arise they are promptly handled by support in the best possible way."Sam K webhostuk.com

"As a proud reseller of Simply’s products, we are not only able to expand our own infrastructure with ease but we offer our clients incredible efficiency in placing their business in a reliable, fully-managed cloud space with 24/7/365 support. We have found a long-term business partner in Simply."James Stacey Director, Point Zero Solutions Ltd



Why choose Simply Hosting & Servers
	Solid infrastructure
Our UK data centres are home to more than 8000 servers supported by Magic, our fast, efficient, in-house provisioning system, and serviced by our onsite team of highly trained engineers 24/7/365. Take a look around our data centre.
Explore our datacentre 
	Colocation hosting service
Outsourcing your IT infrastructure makes commercial sense. With our Colocation service you avoid extra costs and save time by accessing greater bandwidth, lower latency and fortified security.
Find out more 
	Automated server backups
You can be confident that no matter what happens on any given day, you can easily roll back to a previous state and your data will be safe, intact and accessible at all times.
Discover server backups 
	Reliable UK data centres
Our engineers work onsite in our data centres and monitor our IT infrastructure 24/7/365. We continuously invest in our network and software, working closely with trusted providers like Dell and Juniper to give customers the best servers and services at all times.
Learn more


Top hosting & server questions
	Can I manage my server through a web–based control panel?
Yes, and it’s really easy via your web-based Customer Portal. From here, you can adjust your server settings, raise support tickets and handle all billing.


	How many IP addresses are provided?
Each dedicated server or VPS comes with an IP address. If you need more than one, simply make a request via your Customer Portal. IP addresses are granted subject to RIPE justification. Please see our price list.


	Can I install any Operating System?
Yes, we offer a range of different Operating Systems so it’s easy to find the right OS for your server hosting.


	Are there restrictions on which software, port or traffic I can use?
No, you are free to use any software, port or traffic once it conforms to UK law. The only protocol we do not permit is IRC (Internet Relay Chat).


	Where are your data centres located?
Our main data centre is in Reading in the heart of the Thames Valley. As part of the team.blue Group, we also have data centres in Italy, Canada and Hong Kong.


	Can I pay for my server and hosting services on one monthly invoice?
Yes, and it’s no problem at all - simply raise a support ticket to the Accounts & Billing team to arrange.




† The offer is 50% off the first month of indicated VPS plans, while stocks last. This offer is restricted to new customers only, cannot be applied to renewals, cannot be applied to any associated licensing fees or used in conjunction with any other offer and may be withdrawn at any time at the discretion of PoundHost Internet Limited T/A Simply Hosting & Servers. All prices displayed are exclusive of VAT, please note, for EU customers VAT rates payable will be subject to your country of residence.
* Cloud Server offer is 60% off all Cloud Servers, on either monthly or annual billing cycles, while stocks last, using code CLOUD60. This offer is restricted to new customers only, cannot be applied to renewals, cannot be applied to any associated licensing fees or used in conjunction with any other offer and may be withdrawn at any time at the discretion of PoundHost Internet Limited T/A Simply Hosting & Servers. All prices displayed are exclusive of VAT, please note, for EU customers VAT rates payable will be subject to your country of residence.
** Onsite backups offer is first 3 months at 99p per month, when paying monthly, using voucher code 3MBACKUP99. This offer is for new purchases only, cannot be applied to renewals, cannot be applied to any associated licensing fees or used in conjunction with any other offer and may be withdrawn at any time at the discretion of PoundHost Internet Limited T/A Simply Hosting & Servers. All prices displayed are exclusive of VAT, please note, for EU customers VAT rates payable will be subject to your country of residence.
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